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Drawing from GREEN, DECENT AND PUBLIC, a joint report by the Canadian Labour
Congress and the Council of Canadians, this is one of a set of four fact sheets. These
fact sheets aim to inform and activate actions supporting green job creation in Canada
– check out the ‘TAKE ACTION’ section!
1. Opportunity in Crisis: Decent Green Jobs 2. Energy Efficiency and Renewable Power
Potential 3. Public and Community Ownership Examples 4. Advantages of Public and
Community Ownership

1. OPPORTUNITY IN CRISIS:
DECENT GREEN JOBS
Canada and the world must address climate change, the most urgent issue of our times. With current rates of fossil fuel
consumption, the increase in global average temperature will lead to harmful global impacts over the coming century.
We are also faced with a serious global economic crisis that requires decisive action. Canada is not immune – Canadian
families and communities need decent jobs to be created and protected.
There is a broad-based, growing movement to recognize opportunity in crisis. This movement is identifying reducing
emissions and addressing the climate crisis as an engine for decent job creation which fundamentally challenges the
historic framework of pitting jobs or the economy against the environment.
WHAT IS A GREEN JOB?
A green job is any job that “greens” our economy. Three core sectors are typically identified for green job creation:
energy efficiency and conservation, transit and high-speed rail, and renewable energy.
GREEN JOB CREATION IN CANADA
It could be argued that investments in any type of
infrastructure and any type of energy would create
jobs. However, “green” infrastructure investments,
including the expansion of renewable energy and energy
efficiency improvements, are a greater source of net job
creation dollar for dollar than investments in traditional
fossil fuel industries, tax cuts or investments to boost
consumer spending. In fact, the average renewable energy
investment creates four times as many jobs as the same
investment in the fossil fuel economy.1
Green infrastructure investments – especially those in
energy retrofits and public transit – are labour-intensive
and create many more jobs than personal and corporate
tax cuts.

Did you know?
Canada is falling far behind the global clean
energy boom. According to Pembina Institute’s
analysis of Canadian and American 2010 budget
documents, the U.S. is set to outspend Canada,
per capita, nearly 18 to 1 on renewable energy
and more than 8 to 1 on clean energy programs
and projects.2 If Canada were matching the U.S.
spending per capita, an additional 11 billion
dollars would have been spent.3

HOW DO WE GENERATE EVEN MORE JOBS? BUY CANADIAN!
There are even greater economic benefits when investments in green infrastructure contain “Buy Canadian”
procurement requirements. This is where investments are tied to a percentage of Canadian content inputs. For example,
requirements to buy a percentage of Canadian steel for manufacturing wind turbines in Canada sustains more jobs and
helps build more resilience in the Canadian economy.
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TAKE ACTION: KEEP IT PUBLIC! GREEN JOBS NOW!

Talk to your municipal councillor: Is your municipality
“greening” its buildings? Is there a municipal energy
retrofitting program, does it target low income
households? Are there plans to own renewable power
projects?

Talk to your provincial government representative:
What are provincial plans for reducing reliance on fossil
fuel generation and expanding public and community
ownership and control of renewable energy generation? Is
there a provincial retrofit program?

Talk to your federal government representative: Do
they support a national plan for green house gas emission
reductions and a national municipal retrofitting program?
How are they ensuring an end to federal subsidies for
fossil fuels, tough energy efficiency standards and financial
support for public and community-owned renewable
energy projects?
Tip: There is a list of policy recommendations in Green
Decent and Public that will improve energy efficiency
and support public and community ownership. For more
information about this topic, or to read the full report,
Green Decent and Public please visit: the Council of
Canadians at www.canadians.org/GDPreport and the
Canadian Labour Congress at www.canadianlabour.ca

Did you know? Ontario’s Green Energy
Act contains local content requirements
The Green Energy Act gives energy producers
assured rights to connect to the grid and
guarantees them long-term premium “feed-in
tariff” rates that are above market for different
forms of renewable energy such as wind and
solar. These producers can be public, private or
community-owned. To get those rates, producers
must meet minimum domestic content quotas of
at least 25% for wind project costs and 50% for
large solar projects. Requirements for solar will
increase on Jan. 1, 2011 and requirements for
wind will increase on Jan. 1, 2012.
The rules are working. Indian multinational HHV
Solar and Solar Bancorp Inc. of Canada have
decided to jointly open Ontario’s first solar
panel manufacturing centre in economically
depressed Windsor (Ontario). The joint venture
received $4 million from Windsor City Council as
incentive to set up shop and it will help companies,
municipalities and others looking to contribute
solar to the grid meet their local content quotas.
The company will also hire 200 assemblers and
engineers from the community.

Toronto Mayor’s Tower Renewal
NOTES
Endnotes for this factsheet can be found online at www.
canadians.org/GDPreport

Toronto is a city of towers. There are over 1,000
residential apartment towers found across
Toronto, in fact, between 1950 and early 1970s,
apartment towers were the most popular building
type. Today, these concrete slab towers are ageing
and inefficient. Under the tower renewal, these
towers will be covered with external cladding
to improve efficiency, apartment towers close
together are being connected through diverse
distributed electricity production including
green roofs, wind turbines, solar hot water and
co-generation. The plan creates local green jobs,
improves the quality of life for residents, reduces
electricity use in concrete slab towers by 15% and
reduces green house gas emissions
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